
                 

Capacitor Replacement Instructions for Edwards Pumps Installed in 
Micromeritics ASAP 2000/2010 Analyzers

This kit contains a capacitor, a terminal block, two cable ties, and instructions for 
replacing the capacitor on Edwards vacuum pumps used in Micromeritics ASAP 
2000 and 2010 analyzers manufactured after 1994 or for older analyzers for which 
the vacuum pumps were replaced.

Safety

All electrical work and modifications must be carried out by a suitably qualified person.

Disconnect the analyzer from the electrical supply so that the vacuum 
pumps cannot be operated accidentally. Wait 2 minutes before starting to 
work on the pumps.

Pump Identification

Since 1994, the Edwards E2M0.7 vacuum pump, which was used in the ASAP 2000 and 2010, 
was modified by Micromeritics so that two pumps would fit in a confined space. Prior to 1994, the 
pumps were of a different design and are not affected by this update. Pre-1994 pumps were dark 
gray or black. The current pump is light gray. Note that if an older instrument received replace-
ment pumps, they may require updating.

These instructions apply to pumps with the Product Code: A371-31-902 only. This number is 
located on the vacuum pump oil box label. 
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Kit Contents                                        Tools Required
Capacitor                                        Open-end spanner wrench, 1/2 in.
1 terminal block                            #2 Phillips and flat-blade screwdrivers
2 cable ties                                     Wire cutters and wire strippers

     

1. Unplug the analyzer power                    3. Slide out pump tray onto                 
   plug from the power source.

.2. Use a screwdriver to remove        
    upper and lower panels.                

4. Disconnect the alumina trap by          5. Disconnect the pump electrical
   opening the wing nut on the clamp.        connection from the connector inside
   Remove wing nut and centering ring.     the analyzer.

                                                                      the work surface.                    

                                                       Adjustable wrench
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6. Place the pump tray                          7. Pull the capacitor up so that the
    on a work bench.                                  mounting bracket bends a few
                                                               degrees (allows new capacitor
                                                               to clear motor). 

8. Cut the capacitor cable within            9. Use a wrench to remove the
   1/4 in. (0.64 cm) of where it                   capacitor from its mounting
    exits the capacitor.                                  bracket. Retain the mounting nut.

10. Cut the ring lugs off the                        11. Strip the inner wires to 1/4 in.                    
      new capacitor wires.                                  (0.64 cm), then twist each set                      
                                                                         of inner wires tightly.                       
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     (restrained by a cable clamp).                 steps 11 and 12) into a slot in the               
   
     
                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                          

      
      
     

 

     

    

12. Locate the old capacitor cable          13. Insert each set of twisted wires (from

     Remove 2 in. (5 cm) from outer             terminal block. Make sure you insert 
     jacket. Strip the inner wires 1/4 in.,        the wires only, not the insulation. 
                   

             

 

 
      
     
    
     

                                                                        
                                                                 15. Insert the new capacitor into
      

                                                                    

   

     then twist each set of wires tightly.        There is no polarity involved. 
           
                     

      

     14. Tighten each screw in the
        terminal block.                                                                       the mounting bracket; secure
                                                                      with the nut removed in step 9.
                                                                           

17. Slide the vacuum pump tray back into the

16. Use the 2 cable ties to stabilize the wiring.

           analyzer; reconnect the alumina trap and
      electrical connections; and replace the rear
      panels.
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